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CHILLING COSTS FOR LANDLORDS &
TENANTS LOOMING
This creates scope for disputes. Take

improve its premises at the tenant’s

mechanical and electrical items as an

expense?

example. There are plenty of installations
which might have complied with the

Changes in Legislation affect both
Landlords and Tenants

relevant statutory provisions in force

Changes in legislation can affect the

might not comply with more stringent

extent of obligations under a lease.

regulations introduced subsequently.

When negotiating leases, for example,

Where responsibility for the particular

tenants readily enter into covenants to

installations falls upon the tenant, does

comply with statutes or to pay for

the tenant’s obligation extend to upgrading

services carried out by their landlord.

them to comply with the updated

when they were installed, but which

legislation? Where responsibility falls
However, they don’t always realise that
such covenants might oblige them to do
or to pay for costly works which
sometimes go beyond mere repair.

Chilling Costs for Landlords and Tenants
Looming
The deadline for phasing out ozone-depleting
R22 in air conditioning equipment is
approaching. This means replacing costly
equipment making it a very important
dilapidations and service charge issue.
Malcolm Hollis’ engineering team offers
advice to landlords and tenants.

upon the landlord, does the tenant have to
pay for upgrading them through its
service charge? Alternatively, can the

The answers to these questions will
depend on the particular circumstances,
whether installations are actually in
disrepair, and what methods of repair are
available and appropriate.
The article from Malcolm Hollis below
highlights forthcoming new regulations
which will ban the use of certain
refrigerants in air conditioning equipment,
having potentially far reaching
consequences for both landlords and
tenants of premises served by systems
which use such refrigerants...

tenant resist attempts by the landlord to

The HCFC R22 is a widely used refrigerant

All AC equipment requires regular

in air conditioning (AC) equipment. It is an

maintenance inspections. Often the larger

Ozone Depleting Substance (ODS) and falls

systems including chillers will need repairs

under the European Regulation commonly

that require the R22 to be decanted and then

referred to as the ODS Regulation.

replaced. Furthermore, these chillers are

In 2004 HCFCs were banned in all new
equipment and in 2010 it became illegal to
use virgin HCFCs to maintain AC equipment,
only recycled HCFCs are permitted. A
complete ban on its ‘use’ (as defined below)

commonly more than 10 years old and
susceptible to R22 leaks. From January
2015 it will be illegal to ‘use’ R22 to top up
leaks or even to re-introduce recently
decanted refrigerant.

will take effect from 1 January 2015.
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Although the equipment can in theory be
used legally beyond the deadline, any
significant failure will result in the equipment
being replaced or other significant work.
There are alternatives to replacement and
each project needs to be looked at in the
context of the type and age of equipment and
the length of any leasehold interest. In broad
terms, it may be possible to refurbish a
chiller, retro-fit a modern ozone friendly
refrigerant and therefore give the equipment
another 5 to 10 years life. But this could cost
around 50 to 60% of the cost of a new
chiller which could last 20 years. For a
comfort cooling system such as a VRF / VRV
system it is possible to retain the pipework
but replace the indoor and outdoor units at a
significant saving to an entirely new system.
The ODS Regulation is especially important
in the context of dilapidations and service
charges where remedial works are
expensive and represent a large proportion
of costs.

Landlords Beware!
Landlords of multi-tenanted commercial
buildings will be aware of risks and issues
associated with spikes in service charge

The articles in this brief contain summaries

Tenants beware!

of complicated issues and should not be

Tenants with a full repairing lease will have

relied upon in relation to specific matters.

an obligation to repair and comply with
statute, including the ODS Regulation. The
ODS deadline will mean that a lease
terminating on 31 December 2014 may be
substantially preferable to one expiring the
following day. It could be the case that the
tenant has an obligation to install a new air
conditioning system for their landlord.

You are advised to take legal/professional
advice on particular problems and we will be
happy to assist. Please contact one of the
following:
Martin Edwards
Partner & Head of Real Estate Disputes

expenditure. Tenants may be unwilling to

We may find that tenants find their landlords

Martineau

contribute to the cost of new equipment just

very accommodating to lease extensions

T: 0800 763 1341

before their lease ends, when they will not

beyond the critical dates. Conversely,

E: martin.edwards@martineau-uk.com

enjoy the benefit of the replacement for any

tenants can expect landlords to be reluctant

reasonable time. This was a consideration in

to the exercising of conditional break

Stephen Lemmon

Fluor Daniel Properties Ltd and others v

clauses.

Associate

Take action

Malcom Hollis

Shortlands Investments Ltd [2001].
Landlords should aim to undertake such
works far in advance of lease termination to
minimise the risk of dispute. Landlords
should be aware of tenants wanting to walk
away from the issue by exercising break
options or by declining the opportunity to
renew leases.

T: 020 7622 9555
The lease needs to be scrutinised to

E: stephen.lemmon@malcolmhollis.com

determine responsibility for AC equipment.
Forward planning is crucial to achieving
compliance. Whether you’re an owneroccupier, landlord or tenant you need to plan
ahead and take action.
Stephen Lemmon
Malcolm Hollis
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